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Abstract. We describe four ontology translation approaches that can be used to 
exchange ontologies between ontology tools and/or ontology languages. These 
approaches are analysed with regard to two main features: how they preserve 
the ontology semantics after the translation process (aka semantic or 
consequence preservation) and how they allow final users and ontology-based 
applications to understand the resulting ontology in the target format (aka 
pragmatic preservation). These approaches are illustrated with practical 
examples that show how they can be applied to achieve interoperability 
between the ontology tools Protégé-2000 and WebODE.   
1   Introduction 
In Computer Science, the term ‘interoperability’ is defined as the ability to transmit 
data and exchange information between systems whilst allowing each system to 
process information independently [18]. If we refer to ontology tools and languages, 
the term ‘interoperability’ can be defined as their ability to exchange ontologies 
without losing knowledge, in such a way that users of the target format (be them 
human users or applications) can understand correctly the ontology transformed. This 
complex transformation process is usually known as ontology translation [14].   
The ontology translation problem appears when we decide to reuse an ontology 
(or part of an ontology) using a tool or language that is different from those ones in 
which the ontology is available. If we force each ontology developer or integrator, 
individually, to commit to the task of translating and incorporating ontologies to their 
systems, they will need both a lot of effort and a lot of time to achieve their 
objectives. Some of the reasons for the high effort needed are:   
• The ontology developer may not know the language or tool where the ontology is 
available.  
• The ontology developer may not know in depth the knowledge representation 
paradigm underlying the language or tool. 
• The ontology developer may not be able to translate the ontology to another 
language or tool without losing knowledge.  
E. Motta et al. (Eds.): EKAW 2004, LNAI 3257, pp. 30–46, 2004. 
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Ontology reuse will be highly boosted if we provide ontology translation services 
among languages and/or tools. In fact, ontology tools provide export and import 
services to and from ontology and general-purpose languages and tools, and there are 
also translation systems between ontology languages, as shown in [12].  
However, there are not deep studies about the quality of the translations performed 
by ontology translation services. Only a few works ([2], [23]) point out some of the 
problems that appear in ontology translations. Neither are there characterisations of 
the approaches followed by current translation technology and their impact in 
knowledge preservation. For instance, the results obtained in the interoperability 
experiment proposed at the ISWC’03 workshop on Evaluation of Ontology Tools1
showed that the fact that two tools provide export and import services to and from a 
common language does not mean that they actually interoperate.   
In this paper we propose a characterisation of ontology translation approaches, 
focusing on the following two aspects: (1) how these approaches can overcome the 
differences between the knowledge models of the source and target formats without 
losing semantics in the transformation, and (2) how these approaches allow end users 
and ontology-based applications to understand the ontology transformed, what can be 
considered as an important part of pragmatic or interpretation preservation2.
To better show and compare these approaches, we have implemented several 
ontology translation systems between the ontology tools Protégé-2000 [20] and 
WebODE [1]. The objectives of having translators between both tools are manifold:  
On the one hand, WebODE ontology developers and applications will benefit 
from the use of Protégé-2000 services not offered by the WebODE workbench: 
ontology merge with PROMPT, advanced instance edition with Protégé-2000 forms, 
ontology visualisation with Jambalaya, etc. On the other hand, Protégé-2000 ontology 
developers and applications will benefit from the use of WebODE services: ontology 
documentation using Methontology’s intermediate representations, Semantic Web 
portal automatic generation with ODESeW, Semantic Web services development with 
ODESWS, etc.   
Furthermore, new ontology services can be developed jointly in the future. For 
instance, one of the translators from WebODE to Protégé-2000 has been used to 
export the top level ontology of universals used by the WebODE ODEClean service 
[10], which supports class taxonomy evaluation with the OntoClean method [15], 
hence reducing the effort to create the OntoClean plug-in for Protégé-2000.  
This paper is organised as follows: Section 2 presents a brief overview of the 
knowledge models of Protégé-2000 and WebODE, so that the examples shown in 
later sections can be better understood. Section 3 analyses four groups of ontology 
translation approaches, focusing on semantic and pragmatic preservation. For each 
group  we show examples of ontology translation systems between Protégé-2000  and  
  
1
 EON2003 (http://km.aifb.uni-karlsruhe.de/ws/eon2003). 
2
 We  use  the  term  “pragmatics”  as proposed by [19], with regard to the relationship between 
signs and their interpreters.  
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WebODE, with the travel ontology developed for the ontology modelling experiment 
proposed in the EKAW’02 workshop on Evaluation of Ontology Tools3. Finally, 
section 4 presents some conclusions and future work.   
2   Protégé-2000 and WebODE Knowledge Models 
We start describing the Protégé-2000 standard knowledge model [20], based on the 
frame-based knowledge model defined by the OKBC protocol [6], combined with 
first order logic constraints. It contains the following ontology components:  
• Classes represent entities of the domain. They can be concrete or abstract, that is, 
they can have direct instances or not respectively. Slot constraints can be attached 
to the class, and determine constraints on the slot values of the class instances.  
• The taxonomic relation subclass-of can be defined between classes, allowing 
multiple classifications. The relation subslot-of can be defined between slots.  
• Slots represent interactions between domain objects or characteristics of class 
instances. They have value types, minimum and maximum cardinalities, minimum 
and maximum values in case of numeric slots, default values, template values,
constraints and the inverse slot. Slots are defined independently of the classes to 
which they are attached, and can be attached in two different ways:  
o Template slots. They describe properties of the instances of the class to which 
they are attached or interactions between instances of the class and instances of 
other classes. They are inherited by the subclasses and instances of the class, 
where they can be constrained and/or take values.  
o Own slots. They describe properties of the class itself or interactions between 
the class and other classes, taking some values in the class. These values are not 
inherited by its subclasses nor by its instances. The template slots of a class 
become own slots in its instances.  
• Facets define slot constraints. The features of slots defined before (value types, 
minimum and maximum cardinalities, etc.) are built-in facets in the Protégé-2000 
knowledge model. However, new facets can be defined for them.   
• Instances of classes define individuals in the domain. They contain own slots 
(which are the template slots of the classes from which they are instances) with 
their corresponding values. In Protégé-2000 instances belong only to one class.  
• Constraints are first order logic sentences used to check constraints in the 
ontology. They are created with PAL (Protégé Axiom Language), which is a 
superset of first order logic.   
One of the main features of the Protégé-2000 knowledge model is that it allows 
defining metaclasses, classes that act as templates for creating other classes. In fact, 
metaclasses are used to define the own slots of classes in an ontology. Own slots are 
defined as template slots in the metaclass, and later the classes that are instances of 
the metaclass inherit the slots as own slots.   
  
3 EON2002 (http://km.aifb.uni-karlsruhe.de/eon2002).  
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The WebODE knowledge model [7] is also based on a combination of frames and 
first order logic axioms, and contains the following ontology components:  
• Concepts represent entities of the domain. They can have synonyms and 
abbreviations, and may contain attributes. Attributes are similar to slots in 
Protégé-2000, though in WebODE they cannot be defined independently from a 
concept but always attached to it. There are two types of attributes:  
o Class attributes specify characteristics of the concept. They have a value type
or range, which can be a basic data type (String, Integer, Float, etc.) or any 
XML Schema datatype [3]; minimum and maximum cardinality, which 
constrain the number of values that the attribute may have; and value(s).
Numeric class attributes can have a measurement unit and precision.
o Instance attributes describe properties of the instances of the concept to 
which they are attached. Hence their value may be different for each concept 
instance. They have the same facets than class attributes and two additional 
ones, minimum value and maximum value, used in numeric attributes. Values 
inserted for instance attributes are interpreted as explicit values for them.  
• Concept groups are sets of disjoint concepts, that is, concepts that cannot share 
subconcepts nor instances. They are used to create disjoint and exhaustive 
concept partitions. A concept can belong to several concept groups.  
• Built-in relations are predefined relations in the WebODE’s knowledge model. 
They are divided into three groups: taxonomy relations between concepts 
(subclass-of, not-subclass-of), taxonomy relations between groups and concepts 
(disjoint-decomposition, exhaustive-decomposition, and partition), and 
mereology relations between concepts (transitive-part-of, intransitive-part-of).
• Binary ad-hoc relations between concepts are characterized by their name, the 
origin (source) and destination (target) concepts, and their cardinality, which 
establishes the number of destination terms of each origin term through the 
relation. Cardinality can be restricted to 1 (only one destination term) or N (any 
number of destination terms). Optionally, we can provide their algebraic 
properties. Ad-hoc relations are similar to Protégé-2000 slots whose value type is 
a class instance.  
• Constants are components that have always the same value and can be used in 
any expression. They have a value type, value and measurement unit.
• Axioms and rules define formal expressions in first order logic.  
• Properties are used to describe algebraic properties of ad-hoc relations. They are 
divided in two groups: built-in properties (reflexive, irreflexive, symmetric, 
asymmetric, antisymmetric and transitive), and ad-hoc user-defined properties.
• Imported terms are components from other ontologies that are included in 
another ontology. They are described by their URI.
Besides, the WebODE’s knowledge model supports instance sets, which make 
possible to populate a conceptual model for different applications or scenarios, 
maintaining independent instantiations of the same conceptual model.  
In summary, the knowledge models of both tools are based on a combination of 
frames and first order logic. In both of them we can represent classes, organized in 
class taxonomies where multiple classifications are allowed, ad hoc relations between 
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classes, instances and first order logic axioms. However, there are also important 
differences between them, related to the types of slots that can be defined for classes, 
the types of relations that can be used to define class taxonomies, etc.   
Figure 1 shows an informal comparison of both knowledge models. The 
components in the intersection of the Venn diagrams are those that can be expressed 
in both tools (although they usually differ in the term used to refer to them, for 
instance, the term “class” in Protégé is equivalent to the term “concept” in WebODE). 
The components outside the intersection are those with no direct representation in the 
other knowledge model, although they may be represented using other modelling 
primitives (e.g., the “subslot-of” relationship in Protégé-2000 can be represented as a 
first order logic axiom in WebODE).  
Fig. 1. Informal comparison of the knowledge models of Protégé-2000 and WebODE 
3   A Classification of Ontology Translation Approaches 
In this section we classify four approaches for ontology translation, according to their 
features with respect to their semantic and pragmatic preservation properties:  
• Does the approach overcome the differences between the knowledge models of 
the source and target formats without losing knowledge in the transformation? 
This feature is specially important in cyclic transformations, where we should 
have exactly the same ontology when transformed back into the original tool.  
• Are end users and ontology-based applications able to understand the ontology 
transformed, as if it was developed with the target ontology tool or language?  
We will identify which of the current ontology translation systems have been 
developed according to each of these approaches, and we will present examples about 
ontology exchange between the ontology tools WebODE and Protégé-2000.  
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3.1   Indirect Translation, by Means of a Common Interchange Language  
In the beginning of the 1990s, KIF (Knowledge Interchange Format) [11] was created 
for exchanging knowledge between heterogeneous knowledge representation systems. 
The objective of this standardization effort was to reduce the number of translators 
needed to achieve interoperability among a heterogeneous group of formats (from 
O(n2) to O(n) translators for a number n of formats). The translation process only 
consists in exporting an ontology from the source format to the exchange language 
and importing the code obtained to the target format.  
Recently, the World Wide Web Consortium (W3C) has proposed three language 
recommendations, namely RDF [17] and RDF Schema [5], whose combination is 
usually known as RDF(S), and OWL [9]. These languages have been created with the 
purpose of becoming widely used for representing knowledge in the Semantic Web. 
Consequently, they can be also considered as potential common exchange languages, 
although this is not their main objective.  
Ontology tools like the Ontolingua Server and OntoSaurus are able to import from 
and export to KIF, and WebOnto is able to export to Ontolingua (which in its turn can 
be transformed directly to KIF by the Ontolingua Server). With regard to the W3C 
languages, [12] show that most of the existing ontology tools are able to import from 
and export to RDF(S) and OWL. However, this does not mean that they can really 
interoperate. We have already mentioned some of the results obtained in the 
EON2003 workshop, where this type of interoperability was experimented. The main 
reasons for the lack of interoperability are:  
• Common interchange formats normally allow representing the same knowledge 
in many different ways. Hence, translations to and from interlinguas are usually 
written with regard to a specific format, making knowledge exchange difficult.  
• Interoperability with interlinguas has been only proved with the same origin and 
target formats, but not between different source and target formats.  
• In the case of RDF(S) and OWL, their standard knowledge models are not 
expressive enough to represent most of the knowledge that can be represented 
with other ontology languages and tools. However, their knowledge models can 
be extended to represent other pieces of knowledge, by means of metaclasses.  
Therefore, knowledge is not usually preserved in the transformation and the 
resulting ontologies in the target format are not always easy to understand, since 
they incorporate expressions related to the source format. For further examples of 
these interoperability problems, we recommend [22], [2], [16], and [8].  
Example: Achieving Interoperability Between WebODE and Protégé-2000 Using 
RDF(S) and OWL as Common Interchange Formats. Protégé-2000 and WebODE 
are able to export to and import from different ontology languages, such as RDF(S), 
and OWL, and to and from other formats that are not specific for ontology 
implementation, such as XML [4] and UML. For the last two ones, these tools are not 
able to exchange ontologies, since they use different tag sets (the case of XML) and 
different types of application-specific UML. Hence we will consider only the indirect 
translation with RDF(S) and OWL.  
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Figure 2 shows an example of the result of transforming an ontology from 
WebODE into Protégé-2000, using RDF(S) as a common interlingua. The classes and 
their slots (be them originally WebODE instance attributes or ad-hoc relations), and 
the class taxonomy are preserved. However, some knowledge is lost in this 
transformation. For instance, the standard knowledge model of RDF(S) does not 
allow specifying the cardinalities of attributes (called properties in this 
language).Therefore, if we transform an ontology from WebODE into RDF(S), and 
from RDF(S) into Protégé-2000, the information regarding cardinality restrictions is 
lost (the default cardinality restrictions in Protégé-2000 are 0 for minimum cardinality 
and multiple for maximum cardinality).  
Fig. 2. Result of the transformation of the EON2003 travel ontology from WebODE to Protégé-
2000, with RDF(S) as a common interchange format  
Other knowledge that cannot be expressed in the standard knowledge model of 
RDF(S) is the disjoint and exhaustive knowledge in class taxonomies, formal axioms, 
bibliographic references to ontology components, etc.  
The previous problem appears because the WebODE export service to RDF(S) 
does not export the knowledge that cannot be represented in the standard knowledge 
model of RDF(S). In order to avoid these knowledge losses in the export process, the 
metaclass facilities of RDF(S) could have been used to represent the knowledge 
model of WebODE. In fact, this is exactly what the Protégé-2000 RDF Storage 
backend does [21] when storing Protégé-2000 ontologies in RDF(S): it creates 
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metaclasses for some of the components of the Protégé knowledge model that have 
not a direct translation into the standard knowledge model of RDF(S).   
However, all this extra knowledge added to the standard knowledge model of 
RDF(S) cannot be usually imported into other RDF-aware tools different than 
Protégé-2000. They will only “understand” and import those parts of the ontology that 
are implemented with the standard RDF(S) knowledge model. 
3.2   Direct Transformation Restricted to the Standard Knowledge Model of the 
Target Format  
Transformations in this group consist in identifying the mappings between the 
standard knowledge models of the source and target formats, and executing these 
mappings. The knowledge components of the source format that have not a direct 
correspondance in the target format are not transformed, even in the case that the 
target format does provide means for extending its standard knowledge model.  
This type of transformation is mainly driven by the objective of making the 
transformed ontology easily understood by users and applications aware of the 
target format. This is the reason why the standard knowledge model of the target 
format is not extended. As a consequence of this decision, some knowledge is 
usually lost in the transformation. This occurs when the standard knowledge model 
of the target format does not include the source one, that is, when the target format 
does not express all the knowledge that can be represented in the source format.  
In this group of transformations we can include most of the ontology translation 
systems currently available in ontology tools: the WebODE import and export 
services from and to RDF(S), DAML+OIL, OWL, CARIN, FLogic, and UML; the 
OntoEdit import and export services from and to RDF(S), DAML+OIL, and FLogic. 
KAON import and export services to RDF(S), etc.  
Example: Achieving Interoperability Between WebODE and Protégé-2000 by 
Direct Translation Restricted to the Target Format Standard Knowledge Model. 
With this transformation approach, we transform all the components from the 
WebODE domain ontology that have a direct representation in Protégé-2000. For 
example, WebODE concepts can be transformed into Protégé-2000 classes, WebODE 
instance attributes and ad hoc relations into Protégé-2000 slots, WebODE class 
attributes into Protégé-2000 own slots (with the use of some metaclasses), WebODE 
axioms to PAL constraints, etc. Not only this one-to-one transformations will be done, 
but also more complex ones, such as transforming WebODE partitions as Protégé-
2000 class taxonomies creating subclass-of relationships between the classes in the 
partition and the superclass, declaring the superclass of the partition as abstract, and 
creating PAL constraints that ensure the disjointness between classes.  
Some knowledge is lost in the transformation, such as algebraic properties of 
relations, synonyms and acronyms, bibliographic references, etc.  
Figure 3 shows the result of transforming the travel ontology to Protégé-2000 
following this proposal. The figure shows that the concepts hotel1Star, hotel2Star,
hotel3Star, hotel4Star and hotel5Star, which form a partition of the class hotel in 
WebODE, are transformed into Protégé classes that are subclasses of the class hotel,
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and have constraints to ensure that they are disjoint with the other ones in the 
partition. Besides, the class hotel is defined as an abstract class in Protégé-2000, that 
is, it cannot have direct instances. It also shows that the metaclass hotelTypes has 
been created. This metaclass has the template slot numberOfStars attached, which is 
converted to an own slot in the classes hotel1Star, hotel2Star, etc.
The inverse transformation, that is, from Protégé-2000 to WebODE, is similar. It 
consists in determining the direct correspondances between the knowledge models of 
Protégé-2000 and WebODE (already identified previously) and performing the 
transformations of only those components that have such a direct correspondence. 
Fig. 3. Result of the transformation of the EON2003 travel ontology from WebODE to Protégé-
2000, using only the standard knowledge model of Protégé-2000 
3.3   Direct Transformation by Instantiation of the Source Format KR Ontology 
in the Target Format 
Transformations in this group are performed following two steps. The first step 
consists in creating the KR ontology of the source format in the target one, with the 
standard knowledge modelling components of the target format. Basically, it consists 
in developing that KR ontology as if it was a domain ontology of the target format. 
Once that this KR ontology has been created, the second step of the translation 
process consists in instantiating it according to the contents of the ontology to be 
transformed. For instance, a concept in the source format is transformed into an 
instance of the class Concept in the target format; an instance in the source format is 
transformed into an instance of the class Instance in the target format, and is 
connected to one or several instances of the class Concept by means of the relation 
isInstanceOf; etc.
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In summary, the only translation decisions taken into account in this 
transformation are related to how to transform the source ontology components to 
instances of the KR ontology created in the target format. That is, no real translation 
decisions are performed and the transformation process is extremely simple. The main 
advantage of this transformation proposal is that it is fairly easy to implement, since 
we do not have to use different ontology components in the target tool but only 
change the underlying format of the original ontology.  
With regard to the two aspects that we are analysing for each approach, we must 
take into account that if the source KR ontology is correctly modelled in the target 
format, the knowledge represented in the original ontology is preserved. However, 
end users and applications will not be able to understand correctly the ontology 
transformed, since the components that represent domain knowledge (basically 
instances of concepts and of relations) are mixed with the components that represent 
the KR ontology of the source format.  
In this group we can include some import and export formats of ontology tools, 
such as the WebODE import and export services from and to Prolog, XML and Java, 
the import and export services of OntoEdit from and to OXML, the ones between 
Protégé-2000 and XML, and XML Schema, etc. These languages are used mainly as a 
syntax for exchanging ontologies, but not as knowledge representation languages with 
their characteristics.  
Example: Achieving Interoperability Between WebODE and Protégé-2000 by 
Instantiating the WebODE Knowledge Model in Protégé-2000. As described 
above, with this approach we follow a two-step process: (1) create the WebODE KR 
ontology in Protégé-2000; (2) transform all the components of the WebODE domain 
ontology according to that KR ontology, that is, instantiate the WebODE KR 
ontology with the knowledge from the source domain ontology.   
The WebODE KR ontology contains 14 classes, which represent the ontology 
components of the WebODE knowledge model (:WebODEComponent, :Concept, 
:Attribute, :InstanceAttribute, etc.), and 36 slots, which represent the relationships 
between the previous components: :name, :documentation, :hasAttribute,
:hasDomain, :hasRange, :datatype, :maxCardinality, etc. The ontology also contains 
32 PAL constraints that model restrictions of the WebODE knowledge model.  
Figure 4 shows a screenshot of the class taxonomy of the WebODE KR ontology 
modelled in Protégé-2000. It also shows the details of the It shows also the concept 
accommodation, with its documentation, the classes of which it is a subclass, the 
synonyms, etc. This concept is transformed into Protégé-2000 as an instance of the 
class :Concept in Protégé-2000.   
To transform the ontology back to WebODE, the translation decisions are also 
easy to implement. They only consist in converting the instances of each class in this 
ontology to the corresponding component in WebODE.  
The inverse case (translating from Protégé-2000 to WebODE, and then back to 
Protégé-2000) is similar to this one: we create the Protégé-2000 KR ontology in 
WebODE and transform all the components of the Protégé-2000 ontology according 
to it. To achieve complete interoperability between WebODE and Protégé-2000 in 
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both directions we need four translation systems: two for the cycle WebODE-Protégé-
2000-WebODE, and another two for Protégé-2000-WebODE-Protégé-2000. 
Fig. 4. Result of the transformation of the EON2003 Travel ontology from WebODE to 
Protégé-2000 as an instantiation of the WebODE KR ontology 
3.4   Direct Transformation by an Extension of the Standard Knowledge Model 
of the Target Format 
This group of transformations propose to transform as much knowledge as possible 
using the components of the target format’s standard knowledge model (as described 
in section 3.2), so that the knowledge transformed can be easily understood and 
dealt with by human users and applications. Besides, it proposes to preserve the 
knowledge that has not been transformed, so that they can be recovered in case that 
the ontology is transformed back to the original format (as described in section 3.3). 
This proposal avoids mixing the domain ontology components transformed with the 
knowledge modelling components used for knowledge preservation.   
To achieve this twofold objective, this approach proposes to implement part of the 
source format’s KR ontology in the target format, by means of meta-knowledge 
(which is usually expressed with metaclasses, annotation properties, etc.). The KR 
ontology implemented contains only the ontology components that cannot be 
represented directly in the standard knowledge model of the target format, so that they 
are only used in case that some knowledge of the original ontology cannot be directly 
transformed to the target format. In summary, following this approach the translation 
of an ontology consists in performing the following steps:  
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• Create part of the KR ontology of the source format in the target format, by 
means of meta-knowledge, so as to represent the knowledge modelling 
components of the source format that have not a direct correspondence with the 
knowledge modelling components of the target format. Meta-knowledge can be 
represented by means of metaclasses, annotations, structured natural language 
documentations, etc.  
• Whenever there is a direct correspondence between the source format’s ontology 
components and the target format’s ones, transform the component of the original 
ontology to its corresponding components in the target format.  
• Transform all the knowledge that was not transformed previously, according to 
the partial KR ontology created in the first step.  
To use this approach, the target format must allow representing fragments of KR 
ontologies in such a way that the domain ontology components transformed are not 
mixed with the knowledge modelling components used for knowledge preservation.   
Inside this group we can include the Protégé-2000 backend for RDF(S), where 
specific pieces of knowledge of the Protégé-2000 knowledge model are exported to 
that language [21], the Protégé-2000 plug-in for OWL, which extends the Protégé-
2000 standard knowledge model with OWL-specific features, and the current 
WebODE import and export services to Protégé-2000.  
Example: Achieving Interoperability Between WebODE and Protégé-2000 by an 
Extension of the Protégé-2000 Standard Knowledge Model. As described above, 
this approach consists first in creating part of the WebODE KR ontology in Protégé-
2000 by extending the Protégé-2000 standard metamodel.  
This KR ontology contains six metaclasses (:WebODEConcept, :WebODESlot,
:WebODEAttribute, :WebODEAdHocRelation, :WebODEPredefinedSlots, and 
:WebODEPredefinedFacet), three subclasses of the class :PAL-CONSTRAINT 
(:WebODEDisjointConstraint, :WebODEPropertyConstraint, and :WebODEAxiom),
and five subclasses of the class :THING (:WebODEReference, :WebODESynonym,
:WebODEAbbreviation, :WebODEConstant, and :WebODEProperty).
Figure 5 shows the details of the metaclass :WebODEConcept, which extends the 
metaclass :STANDARD-CLASS, used by default for creating Protégé-2000 classes. 
The extension consists in adding new WebODE-specific slots to store information 
about classes such transitive and intransitive parts of, not subclass of, and 
bibliographic references, abbreviations, and synonyms.   
Two other slots are attached to this metaclass, so as to recover the original 
ontology in cyclic transformations: the original URI and name of the WebODE 
concept, since the class name may have suffered transformations in the translation 
process. The rest reuses the standard slots for standard classes in Protégé-2000.  
Once this ontology has been generated, all the WebODE ontology components 
that have a direct representation in the standard knowledge model of Protégé-2000  
are transformed. Then, the rest of the WebODE ontology components that have  
not  a  direct  representation  in  the  previous  knowledge model are transformed. This  
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transformation consists in creating instances of the WebODE KR ontology described 
above, hence preserving the knowledge that could have been lost in the translation 
when the ontology is transformed back to WebODE.  
Fig. 5. WebODE KR ontology defined as an extension of the Protégé-2000 standard knowledge 
model  
Figure 6 shows a screenshot of the travel ontology translated using this approach. 
The metaclass :WebODEConcept has a subclass hotelTypes, used as the metaclass for 
the classes hotel1Star, hotel2Star, hotel3Star, hotel4Star, and hotel5Star, since they 
all have an own slot numberOfStars whose value is 1, 2, 3, 4, and 5, respectively. The 
rest of classes in this ontology are instances of the metaclass :WebODEConcept.
In contrast with the solution presented in the previous section, the classes and 
class taxonomy of the ontology can be easily seen and understood. The figure shows 
the details of the class hotel1Star, with its template slots and the own slot 
numberOfStars, which come from the instance attribute and class attribute definition 
of WebODE. There are also other own slots that do not usually appear in Protégé-2000 
ontologies: :ORIGINAL-URI, :WEBODE-NAME, :SYNONYMS, :ABBREVIATIONS,
etc. These slots are used to include the extra knowledge from WebODE, as discussed 
above.  
The main drawback of this approach is that an end-user who is not acquainted 
with the knowledge model of WebODE will not be able to understand what the terms 
:WebODEReference, :WebODESynonym, etc., mean, since this solution is merging 
the modeling of the domain ontology with the modeling of the KR ontology. We need 
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a last step in this process, to ensure that the new components related to the WebODE 
KR ontology are not shown to Protégé-2000 users.  
If we use the Protégé-2000 hiding-class functionality and remove some 
components from the forms showed to users, end users do not need to know anything 
about how to model ontologies with WebODE and can use the ontology using the 
common modeling conventions provided by Protégé-2000. In the transformation back 
to WebODE, this hidden knowledge is transformed without problems.  
Fig. 6. Result of transforming the EON2003 Travel ontology from WebODE to Protégé-2000 
with the Protégé-2000 standard knowledge model and part of the WebODE KR ontology 
This proposal meets the two objectives of semantic and pragmatic preservation: it 
maintains all the knowledge in the transformation and allows end users and 
applications to understand easily the resulting ontology.  
A similar approach can be applied to transform ontologies from Protégé-2000 into 
WebODE: the new components are not shown to WebODE users since they are 
instances of the WebODE KR ontology and are not accessed directly from the 
resulting ontology. However, they are also available for performing the 
transformation back to Protégé-2000. 
3.5   Conclusion and Future Work 
Figure 7 compares the four approaches presented in this paper according to the two 
criteria used in our description. The horizontal axis represents the amount of 
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knowledge preserved in the transformation (semantic preservation), while the vertical 
axis represents the legibility preserved in the transformation (pragmatic preservation). 
We do not aim at providing  quantitative measures about these amounts, but we just 
provide approximate qualitative measures for them. Besides, not all the source and 
target format pairs behave in the same way with respect to this preservation.  
As shown in the figure, the second and third approaches have extremely different 
behaviours. The former is devoted to preserve pragmatics, with no guarantees about 
the semantics of the knowledge transformed; the latter is devoted to preserve 
semantics, with even less guarantee about the preservation of the pragmatics of the 
ontology transformed. The most interesting approach seems to be the fourth one, 
which can maintain most of both properties. Indirect translations through common 
interchange languages are less precise and depend on the quality and standardization 
of the transformations to the interlingua.  
With regard to the implementation effort required to carry out each approach, the 
results are different. The use of common interchange formats does not usually require 
much implementation effort, since in most of the cases there are already ontology 
translation systems implemented for such tasks. With respect to the second and third 
approaches, they require more or less the same amount of effort: the effort required in 
the second approach is mainly related to the identification of mappings between the 
knowledge components of the source and target formats and the implementation of 
such mappings, while in the third approach the effort is mainly related to the creation 
of the source KR ontology in the target format (the transformation is usually easy). 
Finally, the fourth approach requires more effort, since it combines the two previous 
one. However, it provides better prevention than the other ones. 
Fig. 7. Comparison of transformation approaches according to their preservation properties 
Our future work will be devoted to exploring other possibilities of interoperability 
between formats that do not rely on translating all the components of the ontology 
each time that we need an ontology in a specific format. Ontologies can evolve  
in their source and target formats, due to reengineering processes [13], and in the case 
that we are reusing an ontology that has evolved in its original format and in its target 
format,  it  could  be  interesting  to  import  only  the  ontology  components that have  
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changed, and to apply ontology merge techniques in order to detect which are the 
changes that affect the reengineered ontology. 
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